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Abstract
Aiming low power dissipation during testing, in this paper we present a methodology for deriving
a novel BIST scheme for Modified Booth Multipliers. Reduction of the power dissipation is
achieved by: (a) introducing a suitable Test Pattern Generator (TPG) built of a 4-bit binary and
a 4-bit Gray counter, (b) properly assigning the TPG outputs to the multiplier inputs and (c)
significantly reducing the test set length. The achieved reduction of the total power dissipation is
from 44.1% to 54.9%, the average reduction per test vector is from 21.4% to 36.5% while the
reduction of the peaks is from 15.8% to 34.3%, depending on the implementation of the basic
cells and the size of the MBM. The test application time is also reduced by 28.9% while the
introduced BIST scheme implementation overhead is very small.

1. Introduction

The ever-increasing trend towards denser and faster ICs has resulted in embedded logic blocks
with low controllability and observability that need to be tested at speed in order for the whole
chip to become a viable product. BIST structures are well suited for testing such blocks, since
they can cut down the cost of testing by eliminating the need of external testing for every
embedded logic block as well as apply the test vectors at speed.

The main objectives of BIST designers have traditionally been high fault coverage, small area
overhead and small application time. While these objectives still remain important, a new BIST
design objective, namely low power dissipation during test application, has recently emerged [ 1 -
5], and is expected to become one of the major objectives in the near future [6].

The power dissipated during test application is an important factor because of :
a) Cost issues. Consumer electronic products typically require a plastic package which imposes

a strong limit on the energy dissipated. Excessive dissipation during testing may also prevent
periodic testing of battery operated systems that use an on-line testing strategy.

b) Reliability issues. Although there is a significant correlation between consecutive vectors
applied to a circuit during its normal operation, the correlation between consecutive test
vectors is significantly lower. Therefore the switching activity in the circuit can be
significantly higher during testing than that during its normal operation [2]. The latter may
cause a circuit under test to be permanently damaged due to excessive heat dissipation or give



rise to metal migration (electromigration) that causes the erosion of conductors and leads to
subsequent failure of circuits [7].

c) Technology related issues. The multi-chip module (MCM) technology which is becoming
highly popular requires sophisticated probing to bare dies for fully testing them [8]. Absence
of packaging of these bare dies precludes the traditional heat removal techniques. In such
cases, power dissipated during testing can adversely affect the overall yield, increasing the
production cost.

A more detailed presentation of the motivations for low power dissipation during test application
can be found in [9].

In [9] a modified PODEM was presented which derives a test set with reduced switching
activity between consecutive test vectors, aiming the reduction of power dissipation during
testing. A BIST technique for reducing switching activity has been presented in [2], based on the
use of two LFSR TPGs operating at different speeds. [3] describes a method for synthesizing a
counter in order to reproduce on chip a set of pre-computed test patterns, derived for hard to
detect faults, so that the total heat dissipation is minimized. However, a test set targeting the hard
to detect faults of a circuit C has some characteristics not available to a test set targeting all faults
of C. In a BIST scheme some vectors generated by the TPG circuit are not useful for testing
purposes. A technique that inhibits such consecutive test vectors, by the use of a three state buffer
and the associated control logic, for LFSR TPGs was proposed in [5]. The drawbacks of this
method are that it fails to reduce test application time and suffers from high implementation cost.

The above mentioned techniques try to solve the general problem. However there are cases that
exploiting the inherent properties of a class of circuits a more efficient low power BIST scheme
can be obtained. Such a circuit is the multiplier. Multipliers are met in almost all contemporary
general and special purpose processors. An effective low power BIST scheme for Carry Save
Array Multipliers has been proposed in [4].

To the best of our knowledge no BIST scheme for Modified Booth Multipliers (MBMs)
targeting also low power dissipation during test application has been proposed in the open
literature. In this paper we address this problem by introducing a novel BIST scheme for MBMs
with sign generate. We consider MBMs with the final stage implemented both as: (a) a ripple
carry adder and (b) a group carry look ahead adder with ripple carry between groups. The
notation RC-MBMs and CL-MBMs for cases (a) and (b) will be used respectively. For the RC-
MBMs the cell fault model [10] is used. The cell fault model is also used for all other modules of
the CL-MBMs except the carry look ahead adder where single stuck at faults are considered.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Preliminaries with respect to MBM and low
power are given respectively in Sections 2.1 and 2.2. The assignment of the TPG outputs to the
multiplier inputs is addressed in Section 3. In Section 4 we introduce a new TPG. In the same
Section, we also discuss the power dissipation characteristics of the proposed BIST scheme.

2. Preliminaries

2.1. MBM and Built – In Self Testing

Array multipliers implementing the modified Booth algorithm with 2-bit recoding feature
regularity, short execution time and small area compared to other implementations of multipliers
for signed multiplication [11]. We consider nxn MBMs (n=2k), with sign generate. A nxn MBM
is a combinational circuit with inputs a0a1...an-1, b0b1...bn-1 and outputs p0p1...p2n-1. Figure 1
presents the 8 x 8 MBM. An nxn MBM is composed by : i) r-cells, ii) ps-cells, iii) l_ps-cells (the
leftmost cell in a ps-cell row), iv) r_ps-cells (the rightmost cell in a ps-cell row) v) full adders, vi)
half adders, vii) 2-input OR gates and viii) the final result 2n-bit forming adder.
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Figure 1. 8x8 Modified Booth Multiplier with Sign Generate
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Figure 2. BIST circuit

C- Testable MBM designs have been proposed in the past for the cell fault model [12] as well
as for stuck-at, transistor stuck-open and stuck-closed faults [13]. A BIST scheme, under the cell
fault model, for RC-MBMs was proposed in [14]. Unfortunately in [14] neither CL-MBMs nor
the low power dissipation objective were considered. The Test Pattern Generator (TPG) circuit of
[14] is an 8-bit counter that goes through all of its 256 states (see Figure 2). During testing, the
low nibble of the TPG outputs is used repeatedly to form the multiplier input A while the high
nibble is used repeatedly to form the multiplier input B. During application of the 256 vectors, all



cells of the MBM are exhaustively tested with all their input combinations, except for a few that
do not receive all possible input combinations. Multiplexers are used to select between normal
inputs and BIST inputs. An accumulator with rotate carry [15] or multiple rotate carry adders [14]
is used for Output Data Compaction (ODC). The test length was later reduced to 225 vectors by
avoiding the all 0's patterns in any nibble of the counter TPG [16].

In this paper aiming low power dissipation during testing and starting off by the TPG given in
[14, 16] we present the methodology for introducing a new TPG. The latter succeeds both less
power dissipation and less test application time, without affecting the fault coverage.

2.2. Low Power

Charging and discharging of capacitance is the dominant factor of power dissipation (denoted
by P) in full static CMOS circuits [17], the dominant today technology. It has been reported (p.8
of [17]) that in high frequency CMOS circuits this accounts for at least 90% of the total power
dissipation. Denoting the power supply voltage by Vdd, the load capacitance at line l by Cl, and
the total number of transitions at line l by T(l), P can be formulated by: ∑=

l
ldd lTCVP )()2/1( 2 (1)

It is evident that the power dissipation can be reduced by reducing T(l). By reducing the
number of transitions at the primary inputs of the circuit it is expected that the total number of
transitions at the lines of the circuit will also be reduced leading to lower power dissipation.
However, depending on the circuit structure, the transitions at some primary inputs cause more
transitions at internal lines than those at other primary inputs. A procedure has been presented in
[2, 3] for identifying those primary inputs that cause more transitions at internal lines. Let )(lf
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Equation (3) shows that the total power dissipation of a circuit can be reduced by reducing the

total number of transitions on inputs. Once the probability )
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(
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P

∂
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Weights w(ini) are a good metric of how many lines of the circuit, weighted by the associated
capacitance, are affected by input ini.

Relation (3) implies that power dissipation can be reduced by cutting down the number of
transitions at the inputs of the circuit. The reduction is larger when the number of transitions at
the inputs with greater weights is reduced. Therefore, the assignment of the TPG outputs to the
circuit inputs is very significant. Also since the vectors of a test set are distinct, the reduction of
the cardinality of the test set will reduce the number of transitions and thus the power dissipation.



3. Assignment of the TPG outputs to the multiplier inputs

In this section, we address the problem of properly assigning the TPG outputs to the multiplier
inputs for achieving low power dissipation. Although we consider the cell fault model, two
reasons enforce us to take into account specific implementations of the cells : a) the error aliasing
calculation of the ODC circuit and b) the estimation of the power dissipation during testing.

Our aim is the proposed BIST scheme to be effective regardless of the specific cell impleme-
ntation; therefore the cell fault model was chosen. To this end, the analysis of the MBM, that will
lead us to the new BIST scheme, as well as the evaluation of it, must be based on more than one
implementations of the adder cells. Hence, we consider three distinct implementations of the half
and full adder cells, presented respectively in [18, 7, 19]. We will refer to these implementations
as Cell 1, Cell 2 and Cell 3 respectively. The same implementations were used for the adders of
the ripple carry adder at the last stage of the MBM. The implementations considered for the r-
cells, the ps-cells, the r_ps-cell, the l_ps-cell were taken from [20]. The group carry look ahead
circuit considered in the case of CL-MBMs was the one presented in [21].

Table 1: Weights of the 8x8 multiplier inputs

B input weights A input weights

w(b7) w(b6) w(b5) w(b4) w(b3) w(b2) w(b1) w(b0) w(a7) w(a6) w(a5) w(a4) w(a3) w(a2) w(a1) w(a0)

Modified Booth Multiplier – Ripple Carry Adder as the Final Result Forming Adder

Cell 1 57 56 94 78 105 86 102 81 73 74 78 76 74 69 63 57

Cell 2 97 96 156 140 182 160 183 154 128 130 140 140 134 128 117 106

Cell 3 89 88 144 127 167 144 163 136 117 119 127 126 120 113 102 91

Modified Booth Multiplier - Group Carry Look Ahead as the Final Result Forming Adder

Cell 1 68 68 107 90 119 99 115 92 84 86 90 88 84 80 73 66

Cell 2 86 85 142 125 163 140 160 129 113 119 127 124 115 106 93 79

Cell 3 83 83 135 118 156 133 149 121 109 113 120 118 110 102 90 77

The primary inputs weights for MBMs of various sizes for each of the possible cells were
computed using relation (4). Table 1 lists the weights for the 8x8 MBM inputs for all the cells
considered and indicates that the distribution of weights is independent of the specific full and
half adder cells. Comparing any possible pair of inputs, the one with the larger weight contributes
more than the other to the power dissipation. Similar distribution of weights has also been
observed in the larger MBMs. Hence, the same conclusions are also valid for the larger MBMs.

From Table 1 we can easily see that the sum of weights of B inputs is greater than the sum of
weights of A inputs. Therefore, the 4 most significant outputs of the TPG should drive the B
inputs while its 4 least significant outputs should drive the A inputs.

Table 2: Sum of weights of the 8x8 MBM inputs
Sum of weights for input B Sum of weights for input A
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Modified Booth Multiplier - Ripple Carry Adder as the Final Result Forming Adder
Cell 1 162 142 196 158 147 143 141 133
Cell 2 278 256 339 294 262 257 256 246
Cell 3 256 232 307 262 237 232 229 217

Modified Booth Multiplier - Group Carry Look Ahead as the Final Result Forming Adder
Cell 1 187 166 222 182 168 166 163 153
Cell 2 249 225 301 254 228 225 219 202
Cell 3 238 214 284 239 219 215 210 194



The next step is to assign the low nibble of the TPG (c3c2c1c0) to specific inputs ai, with i = 0,
1, …, n-1. Since this nibble is repeatedly assigned to the A multiplier inputs, we sum the weights
of the inputs that receive the same TPG output bit. The results for the 8x8 MBM are listed in
Table 2. Larger multipliers also present similar behavior. For maximum reduction of the number
of transitions, the signals with the least number of transitions should be assigned to the inputs
with the largest sum of weights. Therefore we assign the TPG output bit having the most
transitions (that is c0) to the inputs with the smallest sum of weight (that is, a4i, with i=0, 1, 2, …).
The assignment of the rest bits of the low nibble of the counter is made in the same way. The
number of transitions at the primary inputs of the MBM can be reduced using as TPG a Gray
instead of a binary counter. To this end we decided to use a Gray counter.

For verifying the above analysis, we used the gate level power simulator developed in [4]. The
power simulator estimates the power dissipation of the whole circuit consisting of the MBM and
the BIST circuitry. Table 3 presents the simulation results. The first and second columns list the
MBM size and cell implementation used respectively. We suppose a reference architecture [16] in
which the test set consists of 225 vectors, the bits c3c2c1c0 are generated by a binary counter and
the assignment of its output lines to the MBM inputs A is given by the relations c3=a4i, c2=a4i+1,
c1=a4i+2, c0=a4i+3, with i = 0,1,2, … The following columns of Table 3 present the power reduction
percentage achieved over the reference architecture, when a binary as well as a Gray counter is
respectively used for the production of the bits c3, c2, c1 and c0, and for three different
assignments of c3c2c1c0 to an-1an-2…a0. In all cases the B inputs of the MBM are driven by a binary
counter with output bits c7,c6,c5 and c4 according to the assignment :  c7=b4i+3,  c6=b4i+2,  c5=b4i+1,
c4=b4i, with i = 0, 1, … From Table 3 we can easily see that the maximum power reduction is
achieved by using a Gray counter and by assigning its outputs with the most transitions to the
inputs that have the less sum of weights (columns five and eight).

Table 3: Power reduction percentage for 3 different assignments of the A inputs
MBM with RCA MBM with CLA

Binary counter Gray counter Binary counter Gray counterMultiplier
Assignment A* Assignment B** Assignment A Assignment A Assignment B Assignment A

Cell 1 11.5 28.5 35.3 10.6 27.6 33.9
8x8 Cell 2 11.1 27.8 34.3 10.4 27.6 33.6

Cell 3 11.1 26.6 33.2 10.8 27.0 33.4
Cell 1 4.3 27.2 30.2 3.6 26.2 29.1

16x16 Cell 2 2.6 25.3 28.0 2.2 25.3 27.8
Cell 3 4.0 24.6 27.5 3.6 24.7 27.5
Cell 1 1.5 24.9 26.5 1.3 24.4 25.9

32x32 Cell 2 0.2 22.9 24.3 0.1 22.9 24.2
Cell 3 1.4 21.9 23.4 1.3 22.0 23.5
Cell 1 1.3 24.0 25.0 1.2 23.7 24.7

64x64 Cell 2 0.7 22.0 23.1 0.6 22.0 23.0
Cell 3 1.4 20.9 21.9 1.4 20.9 21.9

*Assignment A : c3=a4i+3, c2=a4i+2, c1=a4i+1, c0=a4i, i=0,1,2, …
** Assignment B : c3=a4i, c2=a4i+1, c1=a4i+2, c0=a4i+3, i=0,1,2, …

The above procedure can also be performed for the high nibble of the counter (c7c6c5c4) and the
inputs B of the MBM. The weights for the bi 8x8 MBM inputs are listed in Table 1. In this case
though, the power reduction achieved would be far less since : a) the bits of the high nibble have
far less transitions than those of the low and b) three distinct of the four bits of the high nibble are
applied on each row of the MBM, while the fourth on the subsequent row, therefore choosing
those three with the smallest  number of  transitions for a certain row will lead to the subsequent
row getting the one with the largest number of transitions. Our power simulator confirmed this
intuition producing negligible power dissipation differences for distinct assignments. Hence,



taking into account that the hardware overhead for a binary counter is slightly smaller than that
for the implementation of a Gray counter, we decided to use a binary counter for producing c7, c6,
c5 and c4. The assignment chosen was c7=b4i+3, c6=b4i+2, c5=b4i+1, c4=b4i, for i=0,1,2, ...

4. Test Length Reduction

Another way for reducing the power dissipated is to reduce the number of vectors applied to
the circuit under test. For determining if all 256 vectors produced by the TPG proposed in [14]
are necessary for providing all the possible input combinations to the inputs of the MBM cells we
have developed a cell fault simulator. We remind that in [16] the all 0's vectors in any of the
nibbles of the TPG were removed leading to a TPG producing only 225 vectors. Using this
simulator, and starting off by the 256 vector TPG, we verified that the values c7c6c5c4 = 0000,
0010, 0101, 0111, 1001 and 1111, are redundant. The remaining values of c7c6c5c4 are capable of
applying to every cell of the MBM the same input combinations with those applied when c7c6c5c4

get all their possible values. The above was verified for all realistic MBM sizes (with operands
length of 8, 16, 32, 64 and 128 bits).

Therefore, 96 out of the 256 vectors that the TPG of [14] applies to the MBM, can be removed.
A circuit that only produces the 160 necessary counter states can be easily synthesized. The
circuit is initialized to state 0001 0000 and at every cycle, its low nibble counts in Gray code
whereas its high nibble in straight binary omitting unnecessary values.

The total power dissipation reduction of the proposed BIST scheme over the reference BIST
scheme [16] defined in Section 3 is presented in Table 4. The power reduction achieved varies
from 44.1% to 54.9%. The average power dissipation reduction per vector applied is presented in
Table 5. Reduction varies from 21.4% to 36.5%. Table 6 lists the reduction of the peak power
dissipation. This varies from 15.8% to 34.3%. The test application time is also reduced by 28.9%.

For obtaining the above comparison results, our gate – level simulator assumes a zero gate
delay. We believe that the reductions in the total power dissipated would be even greater if
glitches were also taken into account, since the switching activity in the nodes of the multiplier is
reduced during the application of the test by the proposed BIST.

Although the proposed BIST scheme can significantly cut down the power dissipated during
test, the fault coverage may drop due to increased error aliasing, since every change of the test set
implies new values for the error aliasing. Therefore, we need to verify that the fault coverage
attained by the reduced test set, with respect to single stuck-at faults, remains at high levels. Table
7 lists the error aliasing and the fault coverage achieved, assuming a rotate carry adder as the
ODC, for 8x8 or 16x16 MBMs and the three cell implementations. We can observe that due to
increased error aliasing in the ODC the fault coverage may drop below the acceptable level of
99% especially in the case of the CL-MBMs. In this case, there is also a slight increase in the
undetectable faults (located at the group carry look ahead adder) by the proposed test set
compared to the application of the 225 vectors, but this is not the dominant factor for the fault
coverage drop. To reduce the error aliasing in the ODC, this can be implemented as a multiple
rotate carry accumulator [14]. The 7th and the 12th columns of Table 7 present the attained fault
coverage if a multiple rotate carry accumulator is used as the ODC. Then, the aliasing is either
significantly reduced or totally eliminated, leading to a fault coverage always larger than 99%.

Table 4: Total power dissipation reduction % of the proposed 160 cycles TPG
MBM with RCA MBM with CLA

8x8 16x16 32x32 64x64 8x8 16x16 32x32 64x64
Cell 1 54.9 50.4 47.6 46.4 53.6 49.5 47.2 46.2
Cell 2 54.0 48.4 45.5 44.5 53.4 48.2 45.5 44.5
Cell 3 53.3 48.3 45.3 44.1 53.3 48.3 45.4 44.1



Table 5: Average power dissipation reduction % per vector of the proposed 160 cycles TPG
MBM with RCA MBM with CLA

8x8 16x16 32x32 64x64 8x8 16x16 32x32 64x64
Cell 1 36.5 30.3 26.4 24.7 34.8 28.9 25.7 24.4
Cell 2 35.2 27.4 23.4 21.9 34.4 27.2 23.3 21.9
Cell 3 34.3 27.3 23.1 21.4 34.4 27.3 23.2 21.4

Table 6: Peak power dissipation reduction % of the proposed 160 cycles TPG
MBM with RCA MBM with CLA

8x8 16x16 32x32 64x64 8x8 16x16 32x32 64x64
Cell 1 19.3 19.1 24.0 26.6 19.2 20.2 24.9 26.9
Cell 2 22.4 27.4 31.8 34.3 18.3 26.0 31.4 34.1
Cell 3 20.0 15.8 21.5 23.9 19.6 17.6 22.6 24.5

Table 7: Fault Coverage
Original TPG (225 cycles) [16] Proposed TPG (160 cycles)

Rotate Carry Adder Multiple Rotate Carry Rotate Carry Adder Multiple Rotate CarryMultiplier
UF AL FC AL FC UF AL FC AL FC

RC-MBM
Cell 1 0.00 0.59 99.41 0.25 99.75 0.00 1.34 98.66 0.20 99.80

8x8 Cell 2 0.45 0.30 99.25 0.45 99.10 0.30 0.71 98.99 0.23 99.47
Cell 3 0.00 0.30 99.70 0.19 99.81 0.00 0.87 99.13 0.11 99.89
Cell 1 0.03 0.31 99.66 0.00 99.97 0.03 0.37 99.60 0.00 99.97

16x16 Cell 2 0.16 0.11 99.73 0.00 99.84 0.12 0.17 99.71 0.00 99.88
Cell 3 0.00 0.12 99.88 0.00 100.0 0.00 0.29 99.71 0.00 100.0

CL-MBM
Cell 1 0.23 1.39 98.38 0.22 99.55 0.45 2.52 97.03 0.14 99.41

8x8 Cell 2 0.19 1.17 98.64 0.47 99.34 0.39 2.10 97.51 0.23 99.38
Cell 3 0.19 1.17 98.64 0.20 99.61 0.39 2.25 97.36 0.12 99.49
Cell 1 0.34 0.73 98.93 0.00 99.66 0.25 0.85 98.90 0.00 99.75

16x16 Cell 2 0.30 0.50 99.20 0.00 99.70 0.23 0.64 99.13 0.00 99.77
Cell 3 0.26 0.50 99.24 0.00 99.74 0.19 0.76 99.05 0.00 99.81

UF : Percentage of Undetected Faults, AL : Percentage of Aliasing, FC : Fault Coverage Percentage

The hardware overhead imposed by the proposed BIST scheme can be approximately
estimated in gate equivalents as follows (we assume that 1 gate equivalent is equal to one 2-input
NAND gate) : a full and a half adder equal to 10 and 5 gate equivalents respectively, each r-cell,
ps_cell, l_ps-cell and r_ps-cell respectively requires 15, 13, 13 and 8 gate equivalents for its
implementation, one 4-bit CLA cell requires 80 gate equivalents, one flip-flop equals 10 gate
equivalents, one multiplexer equals 3 gate equivalents, one 2 or 3-input AND or OR gate equals 2
gate equivalents and one 2-input XOR or XNOR gate equals 4 gate equivalents.

The  design  of  the  MBM consists  of  n/2  r-cells,  (n-1)(n/2)  ps-cells, n/2 l_ps-cells, n/2
r_ps-cells, (n-1)[(n/2)-2]+1 full adders, n+(n/2)-3 half  adders and n/2 2-input OR gates. We add
2n full adders for the RC-MBM or n/2 carry look ahead adder cells for the CL-MBM. We assume
that an accumulator is already part of the circuit so we add 2n full adders and an equal number of
flip-flops for the Rotate Carry Adder (when Multiple Rotate Carry is used, we need to also add
n/4 2-input XOR gates). Thus the total number of gates is: (23n2+110n+30)/2 in the case of RC-
MBMs and (23n2+150n+30)/2 in the case of CL-MBMs.

The hardware required for the implementation of the proposed BIST scheme consists of 2n
multiplexers, 8 flip-flops and the combinational circuit of the TPG circuit, giving a total number
of 6n+136 gate equivalents. Hence the hardware overhead (HO) for the RC-MBM and the CL-

MBM is given by the relations: 
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Both above relations for n = 16, 32 and 64 result in a hardware overhead less than 6.1%, 2.5%
and 1.1% respectively, that is, very small.

5. Conclusions

Aiming low power dissipation during testing, in this paper we have presented a methodology
for deriving a novel BIST scheme for Modified Booth Multipliers. Starting off by the already
proposed BIST schemes we showed how the low power objective can be achieved by: a) proper
assignment of the TPG outputs to the multiplier inputs, b) the use of Gray code and c) reducing
significantly the test set without affecting the fault coverage. A novel BIST scheme, capable to
reduce the total, the average per vector and the peak power dissipation up to 54.9%, 36.5% and
34.3% respectively over the one of [16], was also introduced by the combination of these
techniques. The introduced BIST scheme has a very small hardware overhead and also achieves a
test application time reduction of 37.5% and 28.9% compared respectively with the BIST scheme
initially proposed in [14] and its later improvement in [16].
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